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Jim Bouton’s Ball Four is clearly a “good read.” It is a “page turner.”
We smile, we cackle, we think, we are moved. How does his writing
make us do these things?

In my work both as an English professor and as a writing consultant
to professionals( lawyers, scientists, and academics), I have developed
two new techniques for explaining why prose succeeds (or fails) to
communicate to readers what the writer was trying to say. I call these
techniques the”Reader Expectation Approach to Writing” and
“Colometrics.” This essay will explain a bit about them, demonstrating
through them how and why Jim Bouton’s book has continued to
engage readers for half a century.
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I. Introduction: A Good Rhetorical Ear

Look at the way he invites us in as readers.  The opening moment of
his Introduction demonstrates not only an awareness of the power of
rhetoric, but a wish to engage in it.

I’m 30 years old and I have these dreams. (p. xvii-xix)

Each of the next 3 paragraphs begins with “I dream”; and then the
next paragraph begins with “I dream all these things, I really do.”

This is an attempt at “the high style,” in which most of the rest of the
book is not  written. He apparently felt the opening was a place to be
formal, to attempt the uplifting. While the book is mostly anecdotal in
nature, its wholly serious purpose is an attempt to investigate the
qualities of his athletic career and the life that he lived because of it. For
him, this was indeed his dream, his vision. When he wants to be
serious, he can be serious. Even his humor is, in significant ways,
serious.

In 1970, what tone, what technique, and what allusion might one
summon to make prose soar with elevated meaning? What was the
greatest American rhetorical moment in the previous decade – indeed,
in the whole of the 20 century? It was Martin Luther King’s “I haveth 

a dream” speech (August 28, 1963). Bouton clearly alludes
to it by his stating he has “these dreams.” But, even more significantly,
he refers to it by adopting its powerful reliance on the number 3 – a
number revered in our religions and folklore as a symbol of
completeness and perfection. Can you imagine Goldilocks and the four
bears? Too many bears.
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Threes organize. Threes lull. Threes achieve satisfaction by fulfilling the
expectation that three there will be.  They let us know where we are. If
we hear of bear #2, then we know what to expect of the next sentence.
And we know #3 will bring us to an end of this current narrative unit.

So Bouton follows his “I have a number of dreams” statement by giving
us three of those dreams. He is honest, telling us that he dreams of
different kinds of successes in baseball, hoping that, at age
30, he will yet be able to accomplish them.

Then, with an irony that arose only long after he retired, he tells us,
“You can always be a teacher or a social worker when you reach 35.
That gives me 5 more years ....” Who could have guessed back then
that his greatest fame would come as an author?

In addition, Bouton understood or intuited that MLK’s famous
passage relies on the ancient rhetorical figure of speech called
anaphora.  It is the name given to structuring a passage by repeating
the same thing at the beginning of each sub-unit. His use of “I ...
dream” here is anaphoric: After being highlighted at the end of the first
sentence, it begins each of the next three paragraphs, organizing the
content, convincing us that this order will be maintained until we have
a signal that the anaphoric passage has come to an end.  His fifth
paragraph proclaims that end by beginning it with, “I dream all these
things. I really do.” It is like the crash of the cymbals at the end of an
energetic symphony.

Had Bouton used but this one rhetorical figure of speech, anaphora,
we could assign it to his ear for imitating the Reverend King; but we
find him also using anaphora’s rhetorical sibling, epistrophe.
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Epistrophe is the name given to structuring a passage by repeating the
same thing at the ending of each sub-unit. Sometimes he uses it to
enhance the escalating drama of a moment; but he also uses it to
produce humor.

We were winning the second game 4-0 in the eighth when Fred
Talbot, who had a beautiful three-hitter going, got tired. He came
out with a runner on base and none out.  Disaster set in
promptly. First Joe Schultz used Locker. Then O’Donoghue,
then Segui. Everybody in the Minnesota lineup got a hit. Rod
Carew, just off the bus after coming back from his weekend in
the army, ran into the stadium, threw on his uniform and, with
his fly still unbuttoned, got a hit. I swear they pulled an usher out
of the stands and he got a hit. We lost 5-4. (p. 259)

Bouton first gives us the effect of epistrophe by ending three phrases
with the names of the three relief pitchers – “Schultz used Locker.
Then O’Donaghue, then Segui.” First one, then another, then another.
 (Note that there are three of them.) And what is the result of this
parade of pitchers? – a parade of epistrophic hits. First everyone got a
hit; then the superstar Carew – his sentence being interrupted by his
chaotic last-minute, disheveled manner of arrival – got a hit; and then
even a purveyor of hot dogs (fictitiously, and therefore deliciously
hyperbolically) is whisked onto the field, and even he got a hit. (Note
that there are three disparate hitters – “everybody,” “Carew,” and the
“usher.”) He started the paragraph with them winning 4-0 and ended it
by them losing 5-4. This catastrophe is delivered to us with the
whirlwind of the pitchers and the strangely different hitters; but that
chaos is kept in order by the rhetorical devices of epistrophe and sets
of three.
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I am not suggesting Jim Bouton studied rhetoric; I am suggesting he
has a good ear for its uses.

II. Reader Expectations: The Stress Position

In nearly 40 years of teaching writing to lawyers, scientists, and other
professionals, I have discovered that for 250 years we have been barking
up the wrong educational tree.  We have been concentrating on the
writer – what the writer must or must not do – and rewarding (or
punishing) students on the basis of their ability to conform to what
Society demands of language use. That is the school world. But in the
professional world, the important person is not the writer; it is the
reader.  The bottom line definition of quality of writing depends simply
on this question: Did the reader get delivery of what the writer was
trying to send?  If the answer is “yes,” the writing was good enough; if
“no,” it wasn’t.

The breakthrough concept behind my Reader Expectation Approach
(REA) has to do directly with this question of delivery. If we only knew
how readers  go about making sense of the words on a page, we could
tell writers how to go about making those necessary deliveries
as effortlessly and accurately as possible. Here is the single most
important discovery to come out of REA: Readers take the grand
majority of their clues for the interpretation process not from word
meanings but rather from the structural location of words in a
sentence. Where a word appears in a sentence will control most of
the use to which it will be put by most readers.
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In trying to make of any English sentence the sense the writer
intended, readers need the correct answers to four essential
questions. If readers get even one wrong, their interpretation will not
be the one the writer intended.  The four questions:

1. What is going on here?

2. Whose story is this?

3. How does this sentence connect backwards and forwards
to its neighbors?

4. What are the pieces of information in this sentence that
should be read with special emphasis?

Remarkably, the interpretive clues for the answers to all of these
essential questions are sent to the reader not through the choice of
words, but rather through where the words are located. Quite simply,
readers know where to look for what.

The fourth of these questions is the most critical. As readers, we know
where we wish to apply extra emphasis. As REA demonstrates, readers
have a natural tendency – and desire – to give greater emphasis to any
moment in a sentence when the grammatical structure comes to a full
halt. This is created by the proper use of a colon, semi-colon, or
period.  I call such a moment of grammatical closure a “Stress
position.” If writers can deposit their items of greatest interest in Stress
positions on a continual basis, more than
90% of their readers will read the sentence the same way – the way
the writer intended.
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(Note: A Stress position can never occur at a comma.  There are so
many different comma uses in English that we never know what job a
comma is trying to do until we have read past it; and thus there can
never be full grammatical closure at a comma.)

What if we could call the reader’s attention to the important stuff in
every sentence by printing those words in red?  If everyone knew to
stress the red words, they would always stress what you wanted them
to stress. Sadly, they won’t let us constantly print words in red; but
placing those words in Stress positions works just as well.

Jim Bouton has an intuitive sense of this. His putting stress-worthy
material in a Stress position on a regular basis makes his prose
immediately available for comprehension.  It also makes it
continually forward flowing: No re-reading is necessary for the reader
to reach full comprehension.  This is one of the two major reasons Ball
Four is such a page-turner.

Almost all professionals in this country suffer from a Stress position
problem.  As writers, we are so engaged with the new idea we want a
sentence to convey that we tend not to be willing to wait for the end
of the sentence to announce it. Down it goes – and then we can add
all the modifications we want. Very few people intuit for themselves
the communicative power of the Stress position. In my last 15 years
of dealing one-on-one with thousands of research scientists, I have
encountered only two who did not suffer from a Stress position
problem.

Jim Bouton seems to be able to sense that the important thing in a
sentence belongs at the end.  He places it there much more often than
most of my scientist and lawyer clients. Unobtrusively, he draws
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our attention away from the middle of the sentence and towards that
which he has deposited in the Stress position. That is remarkable; and
it is the surest sign of a good writer.

Sometimes he uses it to maintain order in his narrative. Sometimes he
uses it to create humor.  Here is an example of both.

In September 1966 when the Yankees were in ninth place, 26.5
games out of first place, Murray Olderman of Newspaper
Enterprises Association, asked me what I thought was wrong with
the Yankees. After carefully examining our statistics and lofty
place in the standings I said, “I guess we just stink.” The headline
in the papers the next day said “Bouton: Yankees stink.” The
distortion was only minute.

[Manager Ralph Houk calls him in to warn him about talking to
the news media. Bouton responds he wasn’t really misquoted.]

Houk didn’t think that was enough. He thought I should say
more.  I asked him like what. And he said I should apologize to
the players. I said I would. And I did.  I’m not sure what for,
though. I mean, boy, did we stink. (pg. 87)

One can follow the narrative and sense the humor of this passage just
from perusing a list of its Stress position occupants:

... wrong with the Yankees

... we just stink

... “Bouton: Yankees stink”

... only minute
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... was enough

... say more

... apologize to the players

... I would

... I did

... (what for), though

... boy, did we stink

Bouton’s candid use of the Stress position steals the show here.  The
repetition of “stink” in the second and third sentences (again a use of
epistrophe) make it seem like that is all there is to say. The repeat
ending in the last sentence drives home that point with finality. And
remember the power of that magic number 3: The third time here is
indeed the charm.  Olderman is prying; Houk is exasperated; and yet all
Bouton has to say is “we stink” – a trio of verbs.

All Reader Expectations can be violated to good effect. They are not
rules; they are predictions about what most readers will do most of the
time. Note that Bouton also has an ear fine enough to undercut
– just a bit – the “I’m not sure what for” by stumbling past it to the
final, hesitant word “though.” This momentary anticlimax produces
the humor needed for the moment.  It gives us the sense that he is
second-guessing his agreement to comply with Houk’s demand – and
winking at us in the process. It sets us up for his final Stress position.

I can transform – and thereby decrease – the quality of his first three
sentences simply by re-locating the comic material elsewhere than in
Stress positions. I’ve retained all the information; all I’ve done is to
alter its structural placement. Here is the resulting, inferior revision:
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I was asked what I thought was wrong with the Yankees in
September 1966, when the Yankees were in ninth place, 26.5
games out of first place, by Murray Olderman of Newspaper
Enterprises Association. I said, “I guess we just stink,” after
carefully examining our statistics and lofty place in the standings.
“Bouton: Yankees stink,” ran the headline in the papers the
next day.

The narrative remains; the humor has evaporated. Rhetoric is like
real estate: The three most important things are location, location,
and location.

III.  Reader Expectations: Inter-Sentence Linkage

Whenever Bouton wants, he is able to insert in the midst of his
humor and cynicism a moment of lyricism. Here is one such
moment.  He is skillful not only in the way he creates it but also in the
way he works his way out of it and back to the business at hand.

Riding back to Tempe I had a beautifully serene feeling about the
whole day, which shows how you go up and down an emotional
escalator in this business. It was my first really serene day of the
Spring and I felt, well, I didn’t care where the bus was going or if it
ever got there, and I was content to let the countryside roll by. It
was desert, of course, with cactus and
odd rock formations that threw back the flames of the setting
sun.  The sun was a golden globe, half-hidden, and as we drove
along it appeared to be some giant golden elephant running
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along the horizon and I felt so good I remembered something
Johnny Sain used to talk about.

He used to say . . . (p. 77)

He takes us on a bus ride.  That ride progresses smoothly from one
end of a sentence to the other and then from that sentence to the
next one.  Here is the passage again, with those linkages italicized.
(Recall the third REA question from above: “How does this sentence
connect backwards and forwards to its neighbors?”)

Riding back to Tempe I had a beautifully serene feeling about the
whole day, which shows how you go up and down an emotional
escalator in this business. It was my first really serene day of the
Spring and I felt, well, I didn’t care where the bus was going or if
it ever got there, and I was content to let the countryside roll by.
It was desert, of course, with cactus and odd rock formations
that threw back the flames of the setting sun. The sun was a
golden globe, half-hidden, and as we drove along it appeared to
be some giant golden elephant running along the horizon and I
felt so good I remembered something Johnny Sain used to talk
about.

He used to say . . .

Readers will try to connect a new sentence to its predecessor  as soon as
they can. A writer who allows for that to happen with ease, by placing
the backwards link as early as possible, will be greatly increasing the
readers’ ability to continue flowing forward.
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If you still have the concept of Stress position in mind as you read this
bus trip example, you might want to raise the question why Bouton
pulls his Stress punch somewhat in the first and last full sentences.
Wouldn't "emotional escalator" be a stronger end to the first sentence
than the weakling "in this business"? Wouldn't the giant golden
elephant on the horizon be a better place to end than stumbling along
to introduce that pitching guru, Johnny Sain?

I think Bouton made the right choices for both of these. The escalator
and the elephant at the end of their sentences would make the
paragraph sound more like it was trying awfully hard to be lyrical.
Bouton obviously had a delicious time writing this brief and elegant
description of the trip; but that is not the major business at hand in this
book.  So instead of his elephants basking in the Stress position so that
we may admire them center stage, Bouton undercuts their stardom by
refusing them that moment of syntactic closure; instead, he runs us
right back to Johnny Sain. The first few words of the next sentence --
"He used to say . . ." -- bring us back to the concerns of baseball. They
connect backwards with great ease because Johnny Sain was allowed to
occupy the previous Stress position.

This is remarkably subtle: He offers us lyricism, but not too much and
not for too long; and the Stress position brings us back to Johnny Sain,
who begins the rest of our trip.
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IV. Colometrics: What They Are, and Why They Are Essential to
Fine Writing

The second of my new analytic techniques I call Colometrics. It has to
do with the music of prose.

The music of prose is a major element in the communication process
between writer and reader.

The sentence you have just read was intended to sound reasoned,
controlled, and balanced. It is a proverbial-sounding claim about an
element of style. It is not intended to prove anything; it just wants to
make a claim. It is intended to be far-reaching; but it needed to be
contained in its delivery. To look closer at its own music, we can be
helped by my reprinting it in the style of a horizontally interrupted
poem, with each internal, one-beat, rhythmical unit – each “colon” –
being deposited on the page in a manner so that we can see the music.
Seeing aids hearing.

The music                         of prose
is a major                          element
in the communication       process
between writer                  and reader.

Each of these eight units was intended by me to absorb one “beat” in
the rhythm of the sentence. The rhythm of the sentence is made
available to the eye by my having separated the “beats” from each
other by the extra spacing in each “line.” This organization of the
prose on the page for musically analytical purposes is the technique I
call “colometrics.” The term comes from the Greek word “colon,”
meaning “to cut.” Colometrics cuts the auditory meter into easily
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visualized pieces.

But more than horizontal rhythmic balancing is taking place:
Verticality counts, too.  So “The music . . . of prose” balances vertically
against “is a major ... element.” And taken together, those two lines
balance the two that follow. It sets up a rhythmic expectation. (There
is that word “expectation” again.)

But wait (as the late night television ads tell us once the copper pot or
the powerful flashlight has been displayed and explained) – there’s
more! Yet more contributes to this sense of balance: The words
“music” and “major” are vertically in the same spot; and they both start
with the letter “m,” producing the rhetorical figure of speech called
alliteration.

Similarly, the “p” sound is vertically reproduced between “prose” and
“process”  -- along with a repetition of their hard and soft “s” sounds.

And in the fourth horizontal line, the “r” sound adds to the sense of
balanced by its being repeated in “writer” and “reader.”

All of this structure-by-sound helps make the sentence sound  like
what it is trying to say.

In trying to choose a famous passage to demonstrate this simply and
clearly, I immediately thought of the 23 Psalm. Its balanced lines,rd 

and the changes in how many “beats” make up a single line, display
visually on paper the music which has helped so many children to
memorize the psalm in its entirety. The better arranged the music,
the easier memorization becomes. Here is the famous text, displayed in
a colometric:
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The Lord    is my shepherd;         I shall        not want.

      He maketh me       to lie down        in green       pastures;

      He leadeth me beside        the still          waters;

    He restoreth my soul.

           He leadeth me         in the paths       of righteousness

    for his name’s     sake.

Yea,      through I walk      through the valley  of the shadow of death,

I will fear   no evil,         for Thou  art with me:

Thy rod        and thy staff         they comfort me.

Thou preparest    a table    before me  in the presence  of mine enemies:

     thou annointest   my head      with oil;

       my cup        runneth over.

Surely   goodness      and mercy

shall follow me       all           the days    of my life;

and I will dwell in the house of the Lord       forever.
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Now please: I know this is not the only way to arrange these lines.
Two weeks from tomorrow I may well change my mind about a
number of details, here and there.  But this is one convincing
possibility; and it allows us not only to learn things about how to
balance the various materials, but also how to perform it orally in an
elegant way. It also represents the music of its presentation learned by
most children. The colometric is the psalm’s song.

Here is a schema for the number of “beats” that appear horizontally
in each line. I have separated these lines into five sections below,
labeled by capital letters. These five sections coincide with the five
sentences into which the psalm is divided – and, consequently, into the
divisions in which the psalm is usually read aloud.

A 4 D 5
4 3
4 2
2

B 3 E 3
2 4

4
C 5

4
3

The A section’s first three lines balance, balance, and balance with
their 4 beats, and then are brought to a sense of closure by the last
line being a dramatically shortened 2. That 2-beat line seems to swell
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in prominence, taking upon it the “weight” of the 4 beats we have been
conditioned by the first three lines to expect. This unique, time
expanding, 2-beat line therefore becomes both a rhythmical
repository and a highlight. Note also that is occupies the sentence’s
Stress position – yet another method of highlighting it.

Whenever a colometric line is more than one beat more or less than its
predecessor, the change is usually attention getting. If that additional
attention suits the text, the music of the line enhances its meaning.

The B section begins by expanding smoothly and non-dramatically
from the last 2 of A to a line of 3 beats. When its second line reverts to
2 beats (“for his name’s sake”), it resounds as a rhythmic echo of the 2-
beat line that ended the A section (“he restoreth my soul”). Both
sentences have now been resolved by a 2-beat line in their
Stress positions. The 2-beat unit here is therefore taking on a sense
of urgency, of greater importance.

The C section begins with a surprise – with a line of 5 beats. The
great escalation from 2 beats to 5 makes this moment somber, weighty,
momentous.  In music, a rhythmical unit of 5 is quite unusual. Most
songs, from the 16 century to the 20th, from the classical to theth 

popular, feature either 4 beats (such as a march tempo) or 3 beats
(such as a waltz tempo). The only other widely common rhythm has 6
notes, but only 2 beats: ONE - two  - three, FOUR - five  - six. A 5-
beat unit is a rarity. Even Shakespeare, who wrote in iambic
pentameter (5 stressed syllables out of 10 or more – xX xX xX xX
xX), fashioned most of his most famous lines to be read with only 4
stresses:
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NOW is the WINter of our DIS-conTENT
Made GLOrious SUMmer by this SON of YORK.

or
To BE or NOT to be, THAT is the QUEStion.

Each of these lines can be divided into five metrical “feet,” as
required by the meter of iambic pentameter; but no good actor would
perform them with five accents. We wouldn’t all know that famous line
if all five accents were pronounced:

To BE or NOT to BE, that IS the QUEStion.

It is not the content of the line that is so memorable; it is the way that
content is supported by its music.

5's are by nature Shakespearean in weight and solemnity. (That does
not mean they cannot be used for comedy. Shakespeare wrote many
comedies.) A 5-beat line in prose functions well if it is intended to call
attention to itself, as an expansion of tension, much like drawing
a bow string to its final extremity. That fits the solemnity of “Yea,
though I walk through the valley of the shadow of death.” That is a
long and serious walk.

The second and third lines of section C revert dramatically to the 2-
beat line already associated with heightened emphasis. The fourth and
final line of the sentence expands to 3 beats, resolving somewhat the
dramatic tension created by the previous sudden shift to 2 beats.
(These moments are harder to read about in this kind of analysis
than they are to hear when your read them aloud. Read them aloud.
You will probably hear what I mean.)
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Yea, though I walk through the valley of the shadow of death,

I will fear  no evil,

for Thou art with me:

Thy rod and thy staff they comfort me.

The journey through the valley of the shadow of death is long and
threatening; the expansion of its final line eases the strain with a
Stress position filled with “comfort.”

The D section combines rhythmic echos of the earlier sections. Like C,
it begins by swelling to a 5-beat line and then congeals, this time to a 3.
Like A and B, it reaches closure with a 2. The two 5-beat lines balance
each other; and all the 2-beat lines all have a sense of
ultimate importance.

The final sentence, the E section, is arranged as a single, continuously
expanding crescendo. Its first line, “Surely goodness and mercy,” is 3
beats, expanding from the 2-beat line, “My cup runneth over,” that
ended the D section. The expansion continues, as the 3 beats are
increased to 4 in the penultimate line and then 5 in the final line.

All the 5-beat lines sound/mean something like each other:

“Yea, though I walk through the valley of the shadow of death,”

.“Thou preparest a table before me in the presence of mine enemies:”

“and I  will dwell in the house of the Lord forever.”
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They share a similar weight and dignity. The first deals with a threat; the
second acknowledges momentary aid; and the third offers eternal rest.

Similarly, all the 2-beat lines sound/mean something like each other:

“He restoreth my soul.”

“for his name’s sake.”

“I will fear no evil,”

“for Thou art with me:”

“my cup runneth over.”

They all epitomize the relationship between the “Thou” and the
“me.”

You can meaningfully read this psalm – and perform it – as a
counterpoint between the 5-beat and 2-beat lines, with the 4-beat
lines providing the rhythmical default value expectations and the 3-
beat lines providing the transitions. It is a musical marvel.

Once again, it is harder to read this rhythmic description than it is to
see and hear it functioning in the colometric. Another reading of the
psalm, aloud, using its colometric format, might convince you of the
efficacy of the rhythmic analysis.
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Again, this is not the only musical performance possible; but it is one
we have often heard.  The music supplied by the rhythm, with its
parallels, its expansions, its contractions, and its dramatic changes, helps
inform us of the relative emotional power of each line and each sub-
unit.

No wonder this Psalm is so memorable – and so memorizable. No
wonder any number of people were unhappy to do without
“runneth” in the New King James Version, which “modernized” the
line to “my cup runs over.” Modern though it may be, notice the
rhythmic damage the revision wreaks. Go back to the colometric and
re-read section D, substituting “my cup runs over”for “my cup
runneth over.” The once-elegant 2-beat line now has how many
beats – 2?  3? 4?  The very difficulty of making that decision
demonstrates the resultant rhythmic problem.

In my studies of prose rhythm over the past 40 years, I have consistently
found that great political speeches markedly differ from unmemorable
ones by the quality of their music. The content of two speeches may be
of equally great import; but if the music of one is far superior to the
music of the other, the former can be remembered
far more easily. Want an example? Compare John F. Kennedy’s
inaugural address to Richard M. Nixon’s speech declaring the end of
the Viet Nam War.  You will see/hear what I mean.

In many ways, the 23 Psalm is an example of perfection. The contentrd 

is important: God’s graciousness  will help you through the toughest of
times. The metaphor is well constructed and well maintained: We are
sheep, and our Shepherd will take good care of us. But I could write
you a prose paraphrase of the psalm that would be totally devoid of its
magic, its warmth, and its supportive nature,
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just by robbing the text of its musical pulses. You would not care to
memorize my paraphrase; nor would it be of as much comfort to you
when you were in need of that comfort.

*****

Does this rhythmic music invade prose less exalted than the Bible?
O yes. Perhaps you will recognize the music of this one:

I pledge allegiance to the Flag
of the United States of America,

and to the Republic for which it stands:
one Nation
under God,
indi- visible,

with Liberty and Justice for all.

The rhythmic structure all by itself, without the words, suggests
a musical journey from beginning to end that has its own sense
of character:

1234
123
1234

12
12
12

123

Twice we have a 4-beat line that resolves to a 3-beat line; but the
second resolution is interrupted by a dramatic crescendo of three 2-
beat lines. Have you ever heard such an interruption of 2-beat lines
before?  You may recall this 5-beat line interrupted in the same way:
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and that government

of
by

the people,
the people,

for the people

shall not perish from the earth.

(The ending of Lincoln’s Gettysburg Address)

The Pledge of Allegiance quoted above is its fourth and (to date) final
revision (1954). If you were educated in the United States, you
probably memorized it as a child. See if you think you could have
memorized the second revision (1923) as easily:

I pledge allegiance to the Flag of the United States, and to the
Republic for which it stands: one Nation indivisible, with
Liberty and Justice for all.

Its colometric shows why it is such a struggle:

I pledge allegiance to the Flag
of the United States,

and to the Republic for which it stands:
one Nation indi- visible,

with Liberty and Justice for all.

Can you see – and hear – the “bump” in the second line? The
“United States” failed to have that ring of elegance, that intimation
of greatness, that it needed to have to balance a 4-beat line with only
2
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beats. The five-syllable, single beat of “of the United” is notresolved by the one-syllable, single beat of “States.” It “bumps” to
a halt.

Someone soon understood this and therefore added (in the third
revision, 1924) the words “of America.” That made a substantial
difference in the music – and thus a difference in the substance:

I pledge allegiance to the Flag
of the Unit- -ed States of America

The country no longer sounds clumsy; it sound elegant. We like 3s.
Our fans at the Olympic Games do not chant “U –  S!’; they chant
“U – S – A!”

And with President Eisenhower’s addition of “under God” in 1954,
the Pledge changed not only its content, but also its music: The three
lines of 2 beats each – “one Nation/ under God/ indivisible – form
themselves into a crescendo, leading up beautifully to the final line
of
3 beats that elegantly brings it all to closure. Try reading it aloud
with this in mind.

Why have I spent so much time and space introducing this concept of
colometrics? Does it have anything to do with the prose of Jim
Bouton?  It certainly does.  In addition to reading the book, I on
occasion would open it to a page at random and put my finger down
on a paragraph. If it turned out to be one I particularly enjoyed
reading, I tried to transform it into a colometric. Over and over and
over again, the colometric of the passage displayed his ear, his
artistry, his sense of rhythm. It will help to look at a number of
examples.
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V. Colometrics as a Way to Perceive and Exemplify Style

As we begin these examples, it might help for me to repeat some
details about colometrics. I have arranged them by sentences, with
an extra vertical space between sentences. Each line is separated into
a number of units corresponding to the number of prose beats in the
line that I hear as a rhythm. My choices of these rhythms are by no
means definitive: I could easily change my mind about any given
line; and you may “hear” the lines differently from the way I do. 
What I have offered you here is the “music” for one way in which I
could
‘perform” the prose, if asked to read it aloud. That music forms the
basis for the points I then make about Bouton’s writing tactics. If I
constructed a different colometric, I would have to make different
points about it; but in general, a good writer makes the rhythms of
prose support both the substance of each sentence and the way
contiguous sentences talk to each other.

The decision of how many beats to include in any single line of one
of these colometrics might be arguable and revisable; but when
Bouton can be shown to be making certain kinds of decisions over
and over again, consistently throughout the book as a whole, then
the colometrics become a way to track down, bring up, and point out
the essence of his style.

Ex. 1a. Text: Salary Naivete and Disillusion

When I started out in 1959 I was ready to love the baseball
establishment. In fact I thought big business had all the answers
to any question I could ask. As far as I was concerned, club
owners were benevolent old men who wanted to hang around
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the locker room and were willing to pay a price for it, so there
would never be any problem about getting paid decently. I
suppose I got that way reading Arthur Daley in The New York
Times.  And reading about those big salaries. I read that Ted
Williams was making $125,000 and figured Billy Goodman
made $60,000. That was, of course, a mistake. (p.4)

I start with this passage expressly because it is ordinary – or at least
ordinary for Ball Four.  It is representative of how Bouton’s narrative
composes itself much of the time. Being such, it therefore invites
inspection. How does Bouton fashion his prose when he is not
telling a particularly intriguing anecdote but is still making a
point? Why does the self-denigrating punch line at the
paragraph’s end work?

Before looking at the colometric, I want to point out Bouton’s highly
skillful – even if entirely intuitive – use of the Stress position. In one
seven-sentence paragraph, he takes us from the unquestioning trust
he had originally for the owners of baseball teams all the way to his
permanent disillusionment. A glance at the Stress positions displays
how he did this, step by step. (The Stress position occupants are in
bold.)

to love the baseball establishment.

–- This suggests total admiration for the baseball
establishment.

Had all the answers to any question I could ask.

-- This suggests total trust in that establishment, a faith
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that all his questions would receive
reasonable answers.

would never be any problem about getting paid decently.

-- After 29 words and three grammatical units about
what the owners must be like, the sentence’s closure
veers away them and shifts back to him. Because the
owners had certain interests that satisfied them, then
he was going to be well paid.

I got that way reading Arthur Daley in The New York Times.

-- The NYT gets the Stress position instead of Daley
because of its sterling reputation. No matter that
Daley said it; it was published by the nation’s
most famous newspaper. It must be true!

And reading about those big salaries.

-- The Times promises him a big salary. It must be
true!

I read that Ted Williams was making $125,000 and figured Billy
Goodman made $60,000.

-- Logically,  you might think that Ted’s huge salary
would deserve the Stress position. It is more than
twice that for the fine second-baseman for Ted’s
team who, unlike Ted, was not likely to make the
MLB Hall of Fame. But Bouton knows what he’s
doing. He, too, was unlikely to make the MLB Hall
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of Fame. Ted was Ted, a superstar; Jim was more
likely to wind up like Billy. So to Jim the author,
Goodman’s salary was exactly the right thing to put
in the Stress position. This echoes the expectation
that he would “get paid decently.”

That was, of course, a mistake.

-- The occupant of the Stress position of this curt final
session – only 6 words – blows the rest of the
paragraph out of the water. It gives the lie to all the
preceding statements. The suddenness of the
“mistake” is echoed by the brevity of this final
sentence. The previous six sentences contained 14,
16, 40, 14, 6, and 20 words respectively; but the short
6-worder was a sentence fragment, beginning with
“And,” making it combine in the reading process
with the 14-worder before it, producing a defacto
20- word unit. So our reading experience, in terms
of
the number of words in the sentences, actually
unfolded in as 14, 16, 40, 20, 20; and then comes the
final, spunky 6. It was all “a mistake.”

Let us turn now to the colometric. As it suggests, Bouton handles
ordinary moments with quiet grace and firm control. And he is good
at building to a climax – without you being aware he is doing so.
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Ex. 1b. Colometric

When I started out in 19- 59
I was ready to love the baseball establishment.

In fact I thought big business had all the answers
to any question I could ask.

As far as I was concerned,
club owners were benevolent old men

who wanted to hang around the locker room
and were willing to pay a price for it,
so there would never be any problem

about getting paid decently.

I suppose I got that way
readingArthur Daleyin The New YorkTimes.

And readingaboutthose big salaries.

I read that Ted Williams was making $125,- 000
and figured Billy Goodman made  $60,-  000.

That was,of course,a mistake.

The number of beats per line is crucial to the rhythmic flow of the
passage. Any change in the number of beats – e.g. from 3 to 4, or
from 4 to 3) – has the potential to affect the reading experience. It
can help produce an increase or decrease in tension, or an expansion
or contraction in a literary gesture. Usually these beat changes are
only the addition or subtraction of a single beat. Any jump or drop
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by more than one – like from 5 to 3 – is capable of reflecting some
dramatic jump in emotion or attention. Most lines are either 3 or 4
beats; 2 is for special effects; and 5 can indicate an expansion of
view or a heightening of emotion.  In general, a 5 usually needs to be
balanced by another 5; but only rarely will a third consecutive line
have 5 beats.

The beats per line in this passage, arranged by the sentence, are as
follows:

4, 4

5, 3

3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 2

3, 4

4

5, 5

3

You can see these on the page because all the 3s are vertically stacked
– as is also the case with all the 4s and 5s. You naturally read the
words horizontally; but I invite you to see the rhythms vertically.

Bouton’s ear is usually quite careful to attend to how many
beats there are in the last line of most of his sentences. It can
make a
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difference in the projection of closure for the rhythm/music, while
honoring the sense of closure for the sentence’s grammatical
structure. If he repeats the number of beats from a previous line, it
can result in a kind of rationality:

This actually is this // and that actually is that.

After two or more lines of the same number of beats, he can raise or
lower the subsequent line by one beat to affect a sense of rounded
closure. Here is a 5-beat unit followed by a 4 and then followed by a
3:

So, you can see, we must consider this, // in order to
make a final decision. // That’s all there is to that .

In the first sentence of this “Salary Naivete” passage, he establishes
a calm, collected, logical atmosphere by creating two, parallel 4-
beat lines. All is in order, says the rhythm.

In the second sentence, he expands to a 5-beat line – uncommon
enough in length to attract attention. A 5-beat line can indicate a
raised voice and perhaps broadened arms – a line big enough to
include “all the answers.” But if a 5-beat line can cause attention to
itself by its unusual length, the reduction in the next line by more
than a single beat – to 3 beats – is yet more compelling. It can result
in either or both of the following:

a) The reduction to 3, after the expansion to 5, can restore
the rhythmic order previously established by the two 4s.
(The 5 and 3, taken together, are 8 beats – the same as the
two 4s taken together.) In music, there is a term to
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describe a sudden increase in tempo balanced by an
immediate and proportional reduction: This is called
rubato.

b) Alternatively, or simultaneously, the 3-beat line could
expand in time or emphasis to parallel the shape and
extent of the 5-beat line. As a result, the 3-beat line takes
on the weight and importance of a 5-beat line with
perhaps added drama.

The third sentence I find rhythmically remarkable. It begins with a 3,
which echos the 3-beat line that preceded it; and that line generates a
flood of 3-beat lines (five of them), all about those owners and what
(he thinks) they like to do.  At the end of that long wave of 3s, he
turns the attention back towards himself in the Stress position by
effecting rhythmic closure with a 2. Again, read it aloud for yourself
from the colometric to see/hear what I mean.

The fourth sentence has no drama to it whatsoever. Its use will be
made more apparent in the next sentence. At the moment, it seems
the calmest of narrative statements. Its rhythm helps to re-establish a
sense of order.  It begins with a 3 – that number to which we became
so accustomed in the previous sentence; and then it quietly expands
back to 4, giving closure to the sentence. We are back to the
paragraph’s initial line and default value length of 4 beats.

The fifth “sentence” (as mentioned before, really a sentence
fragment), is an uncomplicated 4-beat line, balancing the 4 beats of
its predecessor.  Order has been yet further restored. This line,
however, grows to a more interesting Stress position – “big salaries.”
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The “big salaries” must have produced some adrenalin in the
narrator, because the sixth sentence expands to two 5s – the ultimate
length line for most prose.  5 being so much  harder to handle for an
author, it often requires the next line be 5 beats to produce balance
and stability. Two fives together often sound like they are reaching
for grandness, expanding to include something of weight, of
worthiness. Bouton’s two 5s here take the whole progression of talk
about salaries to its height. It is as if Ted Williams’ huge salary
demanded the extra weight and dignity of a 5; and, as suggested
above, Billy Goodman’s salary, while not as big as Ted’s, was yet the
more important one for Jim’s expectations. The two 5s bring us to
something that sounds like the climax of the paragraph and the
climax of Jim’s financial hopes.

But then comes the seventh sentence – a dramatic drop from 5 beats
to 3. It is a rude awakening, both mentally and rhythmically.
“Mistake” is the only word of consequence in the sentence; and it
occupies the Stress position. So brief, so abrupt, so rhythmically
dissimilar to its predecessors, the sentence does a wonderful job of
communicating his bitter disillusion and disappointment.

Pretty good, for an “ordinary” paragraph.

One of the main reasons Ball Four has lasted this long is, well, it’s
funny. It’s often funny.  But it’s often quietly funny.  A great many of
Bouton’s punch lines are delivered with a straight face.  It is a
controlled humor.  That comic control is produced, in part, by prose
rhythms.
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Ex. 2a. Text: Skipping to a comic tune

I haven’t been pitching very well and I think that as a result
my sideburns are getting shorter.  Also, instead of calling Joe
Schultz Joe, I’m calling him Skip, which is what I called Ralph
Houk when I first came up.  Managers like to be called Skip.
(p.76)

Ex. 2b. Colmetric

I haven’t been pitching very well
and I think that as a result
my sideburns are getting shorter.

Also, instead of calling Joe Schultz Joe,
I’m calling him Skip,

which is what I called Ralph Houk
when I firstcame up.

Managersliketo be calledSkip.

Here are the colometric beats of these lines, sentence by sentence:

4 - 2 - 2

4 - 2- 4- 2

4
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This passage bounces a bit. The lines are all 4s and 2s – no 3s. The
default value expectation of a reader’s ear is that a line will contain
either the same number of beats as its predecessor, or one more, or
one less. Therefore, a change from 4 to 2 or from 2 to 4 feels like a
jump, a bounce, or a skip.

In the opening sentence, the first four-beat line – “I haven’t been
pitching very well” – is, if not somber, at least rather sober.  The
first
2-beat line acts as an upbeat to the second 2-beat line’s downbeat.
That downbeat lands us in a curious place: Why should bad pitching
result in shorter sideburns? Do they wither as a result of anxiety?
(Bouton clears up this mystery 35 pages later.) Whatever reason,
shorter sideburns (a bad thing, apparently) are the result of bad
pitching. The balance of the two 2-beat lines helps make that clear to
us. So after the bad news 4-beat line, the following lines get shorter
along with the sideburns.

For the second sentence, we again begin with a 4 and shorten
abruptly to a 2; and the sentence continues with another 4 - 2
combination.  “Skip” (a short form for “Skipper”) seems shorter still
because it comes at the end of a greatly foreshortened line. Being the
second half of its 2-beat line, it tries to balance the second half of its
4-beat predecessor: Compared to “Joe Schultz Joe,” “Skip” seems
comically short.

The second 4-beat line of this sentence – “which is what I called
Ralph Houk” – neatly balances the previous 4-beat line:

Also instead of calling Joe Schultz Joe
which is what I called Ralph Houk.
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The second beats both have to do with calling. The third and fourth
beats name the managers.

Look back at the colometric. You will see that the 2-beat line
between these two 4s has the word “calling” vertically in line with
the other two “call” words. This is a strong use of parallelism, where
the structure supports the parallel quality of the content.

Then comes the comic resolution, in a sentence of its own:

Managers like to be called Skip.

“Managers” sum up the two previously named managers and
includes all other possible managers. The “call” word appears again,
this time in the third beat, summing up all the previous “calls”; its
new position in the line builds towards a release of syntactic tension
in the
following beat – the skimpy, short word “Skip.” This is another slight
use by Bouton of epistrophe – ending two lines with the same word;
but the second one produces more of a comic punch because it
occupies the Stress position.

It’s quiet. It’s slight. It’s funny.

In example 3, appearing 35 pages later than example 2, the second
shoe finally drops concerning the mystery of shorter sideburns; and
our fearless author gets to take a comic swipe at a team owner.

Here is the paragraph:
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Here are the line-by-line beat totals, separated into
Ex. 3a. Text: Perpetual Parallels and Comic Chiasmus

A kid named Tom Berg, who belongs to the Seattle
organization and goes to school here, came over to work out
with the club. And before the workout he was in the clubhouse
shaving off his nice long side-burns. He got the word that
Dewey Soriano, who is the president of the club, thought he
would look better with shorter side-burns. Well, I think Dewey
Soriano would look better if he lost weight. (p.111)

And here is my colometric:

Ex. 3b. Colometric

A kid named Tom Berg,
who belongs to the Seattle organi- zation

and goes to school here,
came over to work out with the club.

And before  the workout
he was in the clubhouse

shaving off his nice long side-burns.

He got the word
that Dewey  Soriano,

who is the president of the club,
thought he would look better with shorter side-burns.

Well, I think Dewey Soriano
would look better if he lost weight.

12 Well, I think Dewey Soriano
would look better if he lost weight.

He artfully combines a chiasmus with a parallel. Here are its
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reversal elements, preceded by the number of line in which each
appears:
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7 “side-burns”
9 “Soriano”

10 “president of the club”
11 “side-burns”

Note how all four appear at the end of their colometric line. The
rhythm makes it easier to note the four elements. All this happens
quietly. It does not jump out at us. But it is going to help prepare us
for the punch line.

Lines 10-13 present us with a parallel construction:

10 “president of the club”
11 “shorter side-burns”
12 “Dewey Soriano”
13 “lost weight”

Just like Pope, Bouton has used the second half of the chiasmus as
the basis for the first half of his parallelism. They are delightfully
intertwined. And we couldn’t see the punch line approaching.

And to make it just that much more tangled, in a highly orderly way,
Bouton gives us a second parallelism, this one grammatical, that
lives in the midst of the other parallel structure:

he [Berg] would look better with shorter side-burns

Dewey Soriano would look better if he lost weight.

I suggest you read the example again, to see how all these
structures and rhythms combine to produce the desired comic
effect. Despite
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the complexity of the rhetorical devices and the subtleties of the
colometric rhythms, this example still reads simply and comically.

Ex. 4a. Text: Struggling with the Inevitable

I looked over Maglie’s record today and noticed that he had his
best years after coming back from the Mexican league and was
thirty-three years old. So I’m wondering if I’m not going to end
up being a fastball, curveball pitcher again this year. But then I
remember what it was like last year; how frustrating it was to
find my motion and get my rhythm, and how I’d get hot and
then
not get any regular work. All of which tells me I’d better stick
to the knuckleball.

I’d guess you can say I’m torn. (p.54)

Bouton consistently displays anxiety through his manipulation of
his prose rhythms. He creates a calm music in which to establish
the background for his paragraph by keeping the number of beats
per line regular, changing it only to resolve the introductory unit.
He
often uses 4-beat lines for that sense of regularity and a 3-beat line
for his cadential closure. Then begins the fun, with the joke often
being on himself. Here is the colometric for this passage:
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I’d better stick to the knuckleball

Ex. 4b Colometric Struggling with the inevitable

I looked over Maglie’s record today
and noticed that he had his best years
after coming back from the Mexican league

and was thirty- three years old.

So I’m wondering to end up beingif I’m not going
a fastball, curveball pitcher again this year.

But then I remember what it was like last year;
how frustrating it was

to find my motion
and get my rhythm,
and how I’d get hot
and then not get
any regular

All of which

work.

tells me

4-4-4-3
4-5
4-2-2-2-2-2-2
2-3
3


